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INTRODUCTION 
In [2], the author began the study of affine differential algebraic groups. 
The study of such groups is somewhat analogous to the study of algebraic 
groups. However, the non-Noetherian character of the differential rings 
associated with differential algebraic sets has made it necessary to develop 
new techniques for the study of algebraic differential equations. The reader 
is referred to Kolchin [7]. 
It is well-known, easy to prove, and central to the study of algebraic groups, 
that the ring of everywhere defined rational functions on an affine algebraic 
set is the coordinate ring. The differential ring of everywhere defined dif- 
ferential rational functions on an affine differential algebraic set is not the 
differential coordinate ring, and is not, in general, finitely generated as a 
differential algebra. For this reason, an affine differential algebraic group need 
not be linear, i.e., it need not be differentially rationally isomorphic to a 
differential algebraic matric group. 
If G is an affine differential algebraic group, the differential algebra, 
generated over the coefficient field by the coordinate functions of all the 
linear differential rational representations of G, is called the dz@rentiaZ 
rational representation algebra on G, and is denoted by W(G). The purpose of 
this note is to prove the following theorem and its corollaries: 
THEOREM. Let G be an afine differential algebraic group whose group lams 
are d@rential poi@omial maps. Then W(G) is the d@wntial coordinate ring. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let G and G’ be d$erential algebraic matric groups and 
1: G + G’ be a dz&rential rational homomorphism. Then Q! is a d#erential 
poijmomial map. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a linear dilferential algebraic group. Then B?(G) 
is a$nitely generated difJerentia1 algebra over the coejicientjield, zohich separates 
the points of G. 
The proof of the theorem makes use of the techniques of differential 
algebra and some elementary notions from the theory of Hopf algebras as 
applied to the study of pro-affine algebraic groups. For the latter, the reader is 
referred to Hochschild [3]. 
In the last section of the paper, we apply the theorem and its proof to two 
problems unresolved in [2]: 
1. We show that a differential rational function on G that is annihilated 
by every right-invariant differential derivation on G is invariant under G 
(i.e., is constant as a function). 
2. If G is a differential algebraic matrix group, the Zariski closure A(G) 
of G is an algebraic group, and hence, also a differential algebraic group. 
Suppose G and G’ are connected commutative differential algebraic matric 
groups and let 0~: G + G’ be a differential rational homomorphism. We show 
that 01 extends to a differential rational homomorphism A(G) ---f A(G). In 
particular, if G is a differential algebraic subgroup of G,“(G, denoting the 
“additive” group of dimension l), and 01: G + G, is a differential rational 
homomorphism, then there exist homogeneous linear differential polynomials 
L, ,..., L, such that a(x) = (L,(x) ,..., L,(x)) for every x = (x1 ,..., x,) E G. 
Similarly, if G is a connected differential algebraic subgroup of the diagonal 
group G,,” (G, denoting the “multiplicative” group of dimension 1) and 
a: G ---f G,’ is a differential rational homomorphism, then there exist 
monomials Ml ,..., AZ7 (with arbitrary integer exponents) such that 
Lx(x) = (M&x),..., MT(x)) for every x = (xi ,..., x,) E G. 
The author would like to express her gratitude to Professor E. R. Kolchin 
for his many helpful suggestions. 
PRFZLIMINARIES 
& denotes a universal differential field of characteristic 0, with set 
A = {Si ,..., S,} of commuting derivation operators and field A? of constants. 
All differential rings and fields have A as fundamental set of derivation 
operators and have characteristic 0. Let 0 be the corresponding set of 
derivative operators, i.e., the free commutative monoid on A. For any natural 
numbers e, B(e) denotes the set of 0 E 0 such that the order of 0 < e. 
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The differential polynomial algebra in differential indeterminates y1 ,..., yn 
over 4? will be indicated by%{yi,...,y,,} and its quotient field by @(yl,...,yn). 
As an algebra over 9, %{yi ,...,m} = %2[(8yi)&o,1Ci~,], the polynomial 
algebra in the infinite family of indeterminates (Oyi)ePo,l(i(n . If V C SP is a 
differential algebraic set, its differential coordinate ring is denoted by 4?{V} 
or @{?I ,...,I); ri is the residue class of the differential indeterminate yi 
modulo the defining differential ideal of V. The differential ring of differential 
rational functions is denoted by +Y( V) or GY( p1 ,..., m); it is the complete 
differential ring of fractions of Q{ V>. When V is irreducible, and only then, 
2!( 1”) is a differential field. The differential ring of everywhere defined 
differential rational functions on V will be denoted by r(V). 
2. DIFFERENTIAL HOPF ALGEBRAS, HOPF ALGBBR~S, 
AND PRO-AFFINE ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
Let 9 be a differential field and let ~2 and 39 be differential algebras over 9 
(differential overrings of 9). Then it is well-known (see, for example, 
Johnson [6]) and straightforward to prove that the tensor product ;r4 @S a 
of the F-algebras XZ’ and ,123 can be given the structure of differential algebra 
over~insuchawaythat6(a@b)=6a~b+a~S6,forS~d,a~~, 
6 ~9. Moreover, & osS? is a coproduct of the differential S-algebras &’ 
and 9? relative to the canonical injections. If &” and 39’ are differential algebras 
over F and ar: SZZ -+ z?‘, /3: 9 -t&7’ are homomorphisms, then 01 o/3: 
A? &9? -+ &” @,-S?‘, defined by the condition that (Y 13 p(a @ b) = 
a(a) @3(b), is easily seen to be a homomorphism of differential algebras 
over F. 
Recall that a Hopf algebra over a field k is an algebra A over k, together with 
an algebra homomorphism y: A -+ A Ok A that is co-associative (i.e., if I 
is the identity automorphism of A, (y @) I) c y = (I @ r) 3 y, an algebra 
homomorphism c: A --f K such that (c @I) 0 y = (I @ c) 0 y = I (where 
K an A and A Ok K are canonically identified with A), and an algebra 
automorphism 7: A + ,4 such that M c) (7 @ I) c y = c = M c (I @ 17) o y, 
where M denotes the multiplication map A (& A + A. When tz is the dif- 
ferential field 9 and & is a differential algebra over .F and y, c, 7 are 
differential algebra homomorphisms, we call ~2 a d$%mntial Hopf algebra 
over S. We will often say “let (&, y, c, 7) be a differential Hopf algebra 
over LF.” 
If (A, y, c, 7) and (A’, y’, c’, 7’) are Hopf algebras over 9, then recall 
that an F-algebra homomorphism cy: A’ -+ A is a homomorphism of Hopf 
algebras over S if (a @ a) 0 y’ = y 0 a! and c c 01 = c’. If (AX?, y, c, 7) and 
W’, Y’, c’, 7’) are differential Hopf algebras over .F and the homomorphism 
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cy: A’ + A is a differential F-algebra homomorphism, then we call OL a 
homomorphism of the differential Hopf algebras over S. 
Let (A, y, c, 7) be a Hopf algebra over S and let B CA be an F-sub- 
algebra such that y(B) C B OF B and 7 ] B is an automorphism of B. B is 
called a Hopf subalgebra of A. If (&, y, c, 7) is a differential Hopf algebra 
over 9 and 99 C ti is a differential subalgebra of z? and a Hopf subalgebra 
of &, we call 9 a differential Hopf subalgebra of .RY. 
Let & be a differential algebra over 9. A filtration of d ocer 3 
(see Johnson [5, p. 2431) is an ascending sequence (d&x of subalgebras of 
the algebra ti such that: 
1. for all sufficiently small e E 2, &e = 9, 
2. uecZ &< = &‘, and 
3. if SEA, fEs$, then SfEde+l. 
The filtration is finite if, for all e E 2, 54, is a finitely generated S-algebra, and 
is good if, for some e E 2 and all e’ EZ with e’ > e, &c, = sYI,[B(e’ - e) Jrz,]. 
The filtration is excellent if it is finite and good. 
Let A’ be a differential Hopf algebra over 9. We call ~2 a filtered differ- 
enha2 Hopf algebra over 9 if there exists a filtration (J;4e)eoz such that, for all 
e E Z, -d, is a Hopf subalgebra of the Hopf algebra &. If & and 97 are filtered 
differential Hopf algebras over 9 with filtrations (A$) and (a& respectively, 
and or: S? + .SY is a homomorphism of differential Hopf algebras over 9, 
we call iy filtered if OL(&~) C&9’, for all e EZ. 
Let (A, y, c, 7) be a Hopf algebra over 9. The set of P-algebra homo- 
morphisms of -4 + F is a group relative to the law of composition defined 
by the formula .Y z = M o (X @ 2) 2 y (where M is the restriction of the 
multiplication map A @;,- A + A). Thus, if y(a) = x:l(iG,. ai @ bi , then 
x . z(a) = xiCis,. x(a,) . z(bi). The identity element of the group is the 
co-unit c of the Hopf algebra, and the inverse x-l of x is x 0 7. We denote this 
group by G(r3). If (.&, y, c, 7) is a differential Hopf algebra over 9, the set 
of differential F-algebra homomorphisms A? -tF is a subgroup of G(A), 
which we call 9(d). 
Let (A, y, c, 7) be a Hopf algebra over .F and suppose F is algebraically 
closed and A contains no nonzero nilpotent element. Then G(A) separates the 
elements of A and (G(A), A) is a pro-affine algebraic group [4, Theorem 2.1, 
p. 11311. We identify A with a subalgebra of the F-algebra of S-valued 
functions on G(A) by identifying the element f E A with the function whose 
value f (x) at x is x( f ). The Zariski topology on G(A) is defined by declaring 
V C G(A) to be closed if there is a subset z of A such that V is the set of all 
x E G(A) such that f (x) = 0, f E Z. 
In the special case in which -4 is finitely generated as an F-algebra, the 
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pro-affine algebraic group G(A) is an affine algebraic group [3, p. 191. The 
complete ring of fractions of A is identified with the ring of rational functions 
$(G(A)) of the algebraic group G(A). IffE%(G(A)) and x E G(A), thenf 
is defined at x if there exist g, h E A such that f = g/h and h(x) # 0. The 
domain of f, the set of all x E G(A) at which f is defined, is an open 
subset of G(A). Th ere is a natural injection m: F(G(A)) 0, %(G(A)) + 
s(G(A) x G(A)), defined by the formula r(g @ h) (x, z) =g(x) . h(z), 
whenever x is in the domain of g and z is in the domain of h. 
There is also a homomorphism p*: *(G(A)) + s(G(A) x G(A)), defined 
by the formula p*(f) (x, z) =f( x . z ), -h w enever x . z is in the domain off. 
Iff E 4 then p*(f) = 4r(f )). 
3. RBPRBSENTATIW FUNCTIONS ON ox AFFINE DIFFERENTIAL 
ALGEBRAIC GROUP 
An affine differential algebraic group is a group G whose underlying set is a 
differential algebraic subset of @ n, for some natural number n, and whose 
law of composition II: G x G + G and law of inversion I: G + G are 
everywhere defined differential rational maps. For the basic notions of the 
theory of affine differential algebraic groups, see [2]. We shall assume until 
further notice that G is an affine differential algebraic group, say G C W. 
We denote by pcLx the differential @-algebra homomorphism e(G) + 
%<G x G), defined by the condition that p*f (s, t) =f(st), whenever 
st E domf, and by L* the differential @-algebra automorphism of Q(G), 
defined by the condition that c*f (s) = f (s-r), whenever s-r E dom f. 
If f E e(G) and s E G, we define the left and right translates A,*f and 
p,*f by the formulas h,*f(t) = f (st) and ps*f (t) = f (ts), whenever st and ts, 
respectively, are in the domain off. The differential rational function f on G 
is said to be representative if the set of right translates psvf (s E G) generates a 
finite-dimensional vector space over %Y. 
The following technical lemma is useful in the proof of the following 
proposition. 
LxIW.W. Let fi ,..., fT be elements of 92(G) that are linearly independent 
over 42. Then there exist t, ,..., t, E G such that det(fi(tj))14is~,l~j(r f 0. 
Proof. We argue by induction. Since fi # 0 and L/’ = nl,i,, domfi is 
open and dense in G in the differential Zariski topology, there is a point t, E U 
such thatf,(t,) # 0. Now assume that Y > 1 and that there exist t, ,..., t,-, E % 
such that det(fi(tj)),cis,-l.~s~~~-~ # 0. If for all t, E U, det(fi(ti))l(iS,,IO(, = 
0, on expanding the determinant by minors of the last column, we would 
find a nontrivial linear relation in fi ,..., fi . 
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PROPOSITION 1. A d@rential rational function f on G is representative 
if and only if there exist fi ,..., f,. , g, ,..., g, E %(G) such that p*f = 
+EICicT fi @ gi). When this is the case, then f E T(G), and fi ,..., f,. , g, ,..., g, 
can be taken to be representative. Furthermore, if f is representative then h,*f 
and pS*f are representative for every s E G, and l*f and Sf (6 E A) are, 
also. 
Proof. Let 9 be a differential field of definition for the components of G 
and for p* and L*. 
Suppose there exist fi ,..., f,. , g, ,,.., g, E 42(G) such that p*f = 
n(xlGiGTfi f@>‘gi). We first show that f is everywhere defmed on G. Consider 
any t E G. We may suppose that t is rational over 9 and that 9 is also a 
differential field of definition for fi ,..., fr , g, ,..., g, . Whenever s is differen- 
tially generic for a component of G over 9, then f = zIGi+ pTel(fi) . g,(s). 
Since ptlfi = fi c pSP1 and ts-l is differentially generic over F for a compo- 
nent of G, it follows that f is defined at t. It follows immediately that A,*f and 
p,*f are everywhere defined for every s E G. 
Xow assume that r is minimal. Then fi ,..., fp are linearly independent 
over @‘, as are g, ,..., g, . Under this assumption we can show that 
g 1 ,..., g, are everywhere defined. Indeed, by the lemma there exist 
t, I..., t, E r)l<i<, dom fi such that det(fi(ti))lci(,,ls~j,c, # 0. We may assume 
that tl ,..., r f are rational over .9. Then, Cramer’s rule tells us that for 
s E nlclcr domg, , g,(s) is a linear combination with coefficients in 9 of 
hcf(s),..., x:f(s). Since nlcig,. domgj is dense in G in the differential 
Zariski topdlogy, gi is a linear combination with coefficients in F of 
qf,..., hcf. Thus, since Azf~ T(G), 1 <j < r, it follows that gi is, too, 
1 < i < r. This being the case, for any s E G and t E filCicr dom fi, 
pB*f (t) = CICiGrfi(t)g,(s). Thus, since nlgi,, domf, is dense in the dif- 
ferential Zariski topology, pp*f = zlciGrfj . g,(s), that is, f is represen- 
tative. 
Conversely, suppose f is representative. There exist fi ,..., fr E @(G) 
linearly independent over 9% and @-valued functions g, ,...> g, on G such 
that for all s in G p,3xf = x.lci,cr fi . g,(s). As above, there exist 
t, ,..., t, E nlGiGr dom fi such that gi is a linear combination with coefficients 
in 42 of h,*lf ,..., At*,f. Therefore, since hcf~ 9(G), 1 <j < r, it follows that 
g, ,..., g, are, too. Therefore p*f = m(~l~ic~ fi 1% gi), where fi ,..., fT , g, ,..., g,. 
are in 42/G>. Thus, the condition is both necessary and sufficient. Further- 
more, as we saw earlier, f, g, ,..., g, are in r(G). Also, if r is minimal, fi ,..., f,. 
must be a basis of the vector space generated by the set of right translates off. 
Since the identity p,*, 3 pt = p& clearly implies that every element in the 
vector space generated by the set of right translates off is representative, 
fi ,..., f,. are then representative. In particular, fi ,..., f,. are then in r(G). 
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h-ow, consider elements s, t E G. 
Psvt*ff) = &*(Ps*f) = At” (,,4,,fi . ‘m) = l<;<r h*fi *g,(s). 
,\ -. 
Therefore, Xtxf is representative for every t E G. But, if T is minimal, g, , . . . , g, 
is a linear combination with coefficients in %Y of left translates off. Therefore, 
if r is minimal, g, ,..., g, are representative. 
It only remains to show that if a differential rational function f 
on G is representative, then so are L*f and Sf (6 EA). But, pS*(Lxf) = 
CIQ+ t*gi . L*fi(s) and p,*(Sf) = Xlci~r (ff . Sgi(s) + Sfi .gJs)). This ends 
the proof of the proposition. 
The set .9(G) of representative differential rational functions of G is 
clearly a @-subalgebra of e(G). We have the following corollary of the 
proposition. 
COROLLARY. B(G) is a dz~eerential B-subalgebra of r(G), which is stable 
under left and right translation and inoersion. 
The proposition tells us that p*(W(G)) C n(g(G) @t W(G)), and, further, 
if f E+?/(G) is such that p*f E:z-(6(G) &4?(G)), then f eB(G), whence 
p*f E rr(W(G) 8&l W(G)) and there is a unique element y( f) E W(G) &W(G) 
such that p*f = +(f)). Thus, we have a map y: W(G) +9(G) & W(G), 
and evidently y is a differential q-algebra homomorphism. Moreover, the 
associativity of the group law p implies that y is coassociative. 
There is defined on W(G) a co-unit c: 9(G) -+ 9, i.e., “evaluation at the 
identity element 1 of G,” that is, c(f) = f (1) (f E W(G)). Finally, if we 
define v(f) = l"(f) (fEW(G)), th en clearly 7 is an antipode. Therefore, 
(W(G), y, c, 7) is a differential Hopf algebra over %!. 
Since &? = .9?(G) C e(G), it does not contain any nonzero nilpotent 
element. Therefore, since the universal differential field +Y is algebraically 
closed, G(W) is a pro-affine algebraic group, where G(W) is the group of 
e-algebra homomorphisms .%? -+ % discussed in Section 2. We have a 
group homomorphism E: G + G(W), defined by the formula E(S) (f) = f (s) 
(s E G, f E 9). Clearly, E(G) is dense in G(W) in the Zariski topology, and is 
contained in s(9), the subgroup of differential @-algebra homomorphisms 
L@ + X!. If L# is large enough to separate the points of G (which is surely 
the case if W 3 @{G)), then E is injective. If the group laws of G are differ- 
ential polvnomial maps, then %Y{G) C 9. We wish to show that in this case, 
equality holds. It will then follow, in particular, that e(G) = 9(W). To 
reduce the problem to the consideration of matric groups, we prove a lemma. 
LEMNA. Let G and G’ be afine dajkential algebraic groups and let 
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x: G -+ G’ be a differential rational homomorphism. Let OL*: r(G’) ---f r(G) be 
the da#erential @-algebra homomorphism dejned by the formula m*( f ‘) = f’ o E. 
Then ol*@(G’)) C 92(G) an d 01* restricts to a homomorphism W(G’) -+ W(G) 
of d@rential Hopf algebras over 9. 
Proof. Let f’ E a(G). There exist fi’ ,..., fr’, g,‘,..., g,’ E W(G’) such that 
f ‘(t’s’) = xi<+ fi’(t’) g,‘(s’) ((t’, s’) E G’ x G’). Therefore, if (t, s) E G x G, 
f ‘b(t) 4s)) = Cl~isrfi’(~(t))g,‘(or(s)) = L<i<r a*(fi’) (t) a*(gi’) (4. Thus, 
p*(cqf ‘)) (t, s) = a*(Y) (4 s) = f’(4ts)) =f ‘(a(t) 4s)) 
= 1$<, a*(fi’) (t) a*(gi’(s))- 
. . 
Therefore, p*(a*(f’)) E +TG) 0% W)), whence p*(a*(f’)) E 
r(g(G) @@g(G)), so that a*(f’) Ed?. It is clear that 01~ restricts to a 
homomorphism of differential Hopf algebras over +Y. 
In particular, if the homomorphism OL in the lemma is an isomorphism, 
then ol”(%‘(G’)) = W(G). 
THEOREM. Let G be an ajine differential algebraic group such that the law 
of composition p: G x G + G and the law of inversion L: G + G are difierential 
po&nomial maps. Then .9(G) = O(G). 
Proof. We may suppose that G C GL(n) for some natural number n. 
For, if G satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, there is an isomorphism 01 
from G onto a differential algebraic matric group such that OL and (Y+ are 
differential polynomial maps [2, p. 9141. By the remark following the lemma, 
ol”(W(a(G))) = W(G). Therefore, if g(or(G)) = %{ol(G)), then A?(G) = 
01*(2f(a(G)) = cx*(@{a(G}) = @{G}. 
This being the case, %{G} = a{( Yij)l<i<n,r<j<n , l/det( yij)}, where (yij) 
is the matrix of coordinate functions on G. Since y( rij) = xrskc,, yik @ lkj , 
and T(J~~) = (-l)i~jfifji,/det(y,j), where Mj, is the (j, i)th minor of (Fan), 
we have the following Hopf subalgebras of W(G): the differential coordinate 
ring W3, @KG = ~[(e~rj)seo(e).I~i~n,l~i~nl, and % = g(G) n 
~((B~~i)sEo(e),lsi~n.ls~sn). Si ce %!(G}e has no nonzero nilpotent element, and 
% is algebraically closed, (G, , e(G),) is an afIine algebraic group, where G, is 
the group of e-algebra homomorphisms %{Gle -+ @ (discussed in Section 2). 
Moreover, g8 is a subalgebra of the ring %Y(G,) of rational functions on G, . 
We denote by pe* the law of multiplication on G, and by ne the canonical 
homomorphism @(G,) &%(GJ -t@(GB x G,). Let f E g& and let 
y(f) = &isrfi 0 gi , where fi ,..., fT , gl ,..., g, are in ge . Then 
y(f) E %Y(G,) 0% %(G,), and so we can apply 7re to it. Let s, t E G. 
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= Pa*(f) (44 4). 
Therefore, ~,(r(f)) (4sh 4tN = am” (44 4tN (s, t 6 (3. Since 
E,(G) x E,(G) is Zariski dense in G, x G, , it follows that pFLe*( f) = n&~(f)). 
Therefore, as in the proof of Proposition 1, it follows that f is everywhere 
defined on G, . Therefore, f e @[Gel = ~[(8~ii)spo(e).liis~,~~~~~ , I/det( rii)] 
(Kolchin, [7, Proposition 31, p. 3551). S’ mce this ring is contained in @‘7((G), 
this ends the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a differential algebraic subgroup of GL(n) and let 
01: G+ GL(p) be a d#erential rational homomorphism. Then LY is a dszerential 
polynomial map. 
COROLLaRy 2. Let G be a linear dz@rential algebraic group. Then the 
differential rational representation algebra .94?(G) is a f;nitely generated d;f- 
fuential algebra ocer ~2, which separates the points of G. 
Proof. Let az G + GL(n) be a differential rational isomorphism. The 
theorem implies that B(or(G)) = ~{(~~;.i)l~~sn.~~jsn , l/d4 Pii)}. The 
lemma then implies that ol*(%‘(a(G)) = .2(G). Therefore, B?(G) = 
*iCa*( ~-ii))lCiSn,lSKn 9 l/ol*(det( yfj))), which is finitely generated. Let s f t 
be in G. Then there exists (i, j), 1 < i < n, 1 < j < n, such that yij(ol(s)) # 
a*( yij) (t), whence the elements of W(G) separate the points of G. 
Remark. Let G be a differential algebraic matric group. We have shown 
that the differential ring 9? = W(G) of differential rational representative 
functions on G is the differential coordinate ring %{G}. We remarked earlier 
that E(G) is a subgroup of the group 8(s) of differential @-algebra homo- 
morphisms 9?-+ Q. Suppose x E 9(.9%‘). Then ker(x) is a differential maximal 
ideal in W = %{G]. Therefore, the differential Nullstellensatz (see Kolchin [7, 
Theorem 2 and Corollary 1, pp. 147 and 1481) implies that there is an element 
s E G such that x = E(S). So, E is an isomorphism from G onto 9(B). Further- 
more, it is easy to see that the pro-affine algebraic group G(W) can be 
identified with the set Max Spec of maximal ideals of W. The above remark 
tells us that 9(g), and hence, G, can be identified with the set Diff Max 
Spec of differential maximal ideals of W(G) = %{G). 
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4. AFFI~XE ALGEBRAIC GROUPS AS DIFFEREKTIAL ~ILGEBRAIC GROUPS 
Let H be an affine algebraic group in the sense of Hochschild [3]. Then 
there is a finitely generated %-algebra A, with no nonzero nilpotent element, 
such that H is the set of %-algebra homomorphisms A -+ %!. As we remarked 
in Section 2, A is isomorphic to a subalgebra @‘[HI of the &-algebra A’(H) 
of e-valued functions on H. The isomorphism sends the element a E =1 onto 
the functionf on H whose valuef(x) at x is ~(a). In Section 2, we identified d 
with @[HI; in this and the next section, we prefer, for technical reasons, to 
distinguish the rings. We call @‘[HI th e ring of polynomial functions on H. 
If A = qa, ,...) a,] and ti is the polynomial function associated with ui , 
then @‘[HI = %[tl ,..., tn]. We can identify H with an affine algebraic group 
in the classical sense, and hence with a differential algebraic group, by 
identifying .x in H with the point (ti(x),..., ~Js)) in en. 
Since H is an affine differential algebraic group, H has a differential coor- 
dinate ring %{H). The rings e(H) and @/[HI are related in a natural way. 
The @-algebra A’(H) is a differential Q-algebra; if fE h!(H) and 6 E A, then 
Sf(zc) = S(f(x)) for every x E H. Then, %{H) can be identified with 
*‘(4 ,.*a, tJ, the differential @-algebra generated by @[HI. Note that if A 
is contained in a differential %-algebra, although A is, of course, isomorphic as 
a %-algebra to @[HI, it need not be the case that %{A}, the differential 
@-algebra generated by A, is isomorphic to q(H). 
If H and H’ are affine algebraic groups and 01: H+ H’ is a rational homo- 
morphism, then 31 induces a differential s-algebra homomorphism 
a*: %Y{H’) --f S?(H) by the formula a*(f) =fo cz. The homomorphism a* 
is clearly a homomorphism of differential Hopf algebras over @. Therefore, 01 
is a homomorphism of affine differential algebraic groups and (t* is its 
associated homomorphism of differential Hopf algebras. If (Y is an isomorphism 
of affine algebraic groups, then a* is an isomorphism of differential algebras 
over @, whence 01 is an isomorphism of affine differential algebraic groups 
[2, Proposition 8, p. 9091. 
5. Two APPLICATIONS 
In this section, G is a differential algebraic subgroup of GL(n), with dif- 
ferential coordinate ring %{G} = @{( ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , l/det( yiii)>. The dif- 
ferential coordinate ring is an excellently filtered differential Hopf algebra 
over C# (see Section 2), with filtration (@{G}Joz , where %{G}, = % if 
e < 0 and WGle = ~![(e~ij)8EO(e).l~i~~,~~j~~  l/det( yij)] if e > 0. For every 
e > 0, we have the natural embedding Ed: G --+ G, , where G, is the affine 
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algebraic group of e-algebra homomorphisms %{G}e + Q, and Em is the 
restriction to %{G}, of the substitution homomorphism E(S). 
PROPOSITION 2. The embedding E,: G -+ G, is a homomorphism of differ- 
ential algebraic groups that maps G isomorphically onto a Zariski dense d;f- 
ferential algebraic subgroup. 
Proof. Let A(G) be the differential @-algebra of 4?-valued functions on 
G. Let E,*: 4P{G,}+A(G) be the differential %-algebra homomorphism 
defined by the formula E,*(f) = f o E, . We shall show that E,*(‘~!!{G,}) = 
e’(G). We define toij to be the polynomial function on G, whose value at x is 
~(137,~) (0 E 8(e), 1 < i < n, 1 <j 6 n), and we define d to be the function 
whose value at x in G, is x(det( yij)). Then @{G,} = ~{(t,ii)e~o(e),ls.isn,l(j(n , 
l/d}. Now, let s E G. c,*(toij) (s) = tsij o 44 = 69ij(&)) = &) (&j> = 
Qij(s). Therefore, fe*(teij) = 0~~~ . It follows that Q*(%{G,}) = %{G}. 
Therefore, E, is a homomorphism of differential algebraic groups and E,” 
is its associated homomorphism of differential Hopf algebras. In particular, Ed 
is an isomorphism from G onto EJG), since it is an injection of G into G, [2, 
p. 9091. 
Note that although ceX need not be an isomorphism of %{G,} onto 9(G), 
since it need not be injective, the restriction @[Gel + ~[(B~ij)8EO(e),l~~s~,~~j~~, 
l/det( jjij)] is an isomorphism, and hence, it extends to an isomorphism 
WG,) - ~)l((e~~j)oEO(e).14isn.ls~sn). 
We turn now to a discussion of two applications of the theorem and its 
proof. 
1. Suppose G is connected. In [2], we defined the Lie algebra 6’(G) 
of matrices of G. Associated with every x E e(G) is a right-invariant differential 
derivation D(x) of 4(G) over %, which maps %{G} into 4%(G). The conditions 
imply, for x E t(G), that D(x) (p,*f) = p,$“(D(r) (f )) (f E 4(G), 6 E A). This 
association is an isomorphism of t(G) onto the Lie algebra L(G) over the 
field% of constants of +Y, consisting of all the right-invariant differential 
derivations of 91(G) over 4?!. In particular, L(G) is isomorphic, via the 
restriction map, to the Lie algebra 0ver.X of right-invariant differential 
derivations over 4 of 4?‘(G). 
Since G is connected, G, is connected for all e E N [2, p. 8971. We denote 
by Lie (G,) the Lie algebra over ~2 of right-invariant derivations over @ of 
@[Gel. Every derivation in Lie(G,) extends uniquely to a right-invariant 
derivation over @ of @(G,). 
If 01: G, ---f H is a homomorphism of affine algebraic groups, OL induces a 
homomorphism 0~~: Lie(G,) -+ Lie(H) of Lie algebras over +Y by the formula 
ct”(D) = D 0 01*, where CC* is the homomorphism of Hopf algebras associated 
with (Y. If 01 is an isomorphism, so is 0~0. 
481/37!‘2-4 
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Let A,: G, + GL(r) be the left regular representation, where X,(x) is the 
matrix associated with the restriction of A,-1 to the vector space generated by 
(t,ij)sEo(e),14i~:n,l~j~~ > l/d. Then, A, is an isomorphism of algebraic groups, 
hence of differential algebraic groups, from G, ont h,(G,). Therefore, the 
composite A, c ce is an isomorphism of differential algebraic groups, from G, 
onto &(E~(G)). S’ mce e,(G) is Zariski dense in G, and A, is a homomorphism of 
algebraic groups, X,(<,(G)) is Z ariski dense in X,(G,) [I, p. 1051. Therefore, 
the Lie algebra of matrices /(h,(e,(G)) is Z ariski dense in P(A,(G,)) [2, Proposi- 
tion 20, p. 9271. This means that G(h,(G,)) is th e vector space over U generated 
b!- 4b(~e(W 
Let x E e(G). Then x induces a unique right-invariant derivation in Lie(G,), 
where D, is defined by the formula Da(teij) = D(x)(B~,~) = D(x)(~,*(t,~~)), 
0 E O(e), 1 < i < n, 1 <j < n. Evidently, for all f(teij) E L%I(G,), 
D,(f(toij)) = D(x) (f(Byij)) = D(X) (c,*(f(t,ij))). Moreover, the set L,(G) 
of all D E Lie(G,) such that D = D,(x E t(G)) is a subalgebra of the Lie 
algebra Lie(G,) over 3”. We will show that Lie(G,) is the vector space over U 
generated by L,(G). 
The differential (A, 2 l ,)“: d(G) -+ d(h,(G,)) of A, 0 E, maps d(G) isomorphic- 
ally onto Qt44G))). If (%~)m~~.l~t~- is the matrix of coordinate function on 
h,(G,) and if x E t(G), then 
where 1 is the identity element of G. But, by definition, D(x) (c~*(&,*(%~~)) = 
D&i,"(Q). So, (A, c E, 1" (4 = (b"(D.@~c~) (1 r )l~k~r.l~t~r , where 1, is 
the identity matrix in GL(r). It now follows quite easily that Lie(G,) is the 
vector space over “?I generated by L, . For, let D E Lie(G,). Then there exist 
ur ,..., ua E%! and xl ,..., xQ E: d(G) such that for all (K, C) 
Now, if D' E Lie(X,(G,)), D' determines a tangent vector D;, at I, , where 
D;,(Q = D'&) (I,) (1 < K < Y, 1 <a<~), and the map D'HD; is 
an isomorphism of vector spaces over %!. It follows directly from the abbve 
formula that 
whence 
b’(D) = c %de”(&,). 
l<h(r 
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Therefore, since he0 is an isomorphism of vector spaces over @, 
D = &h<r uhbn - Thus, L, generates Lie(G,) as a vector space over %. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be a connected dt~eeratial algebraic subgroup of 
GL(n). Let f E @(G) be such that D(f) = 0 f OY mery right-inaariant da&rential 
derivation on G. Then f E @. 
Proof. There exists a natural number e such that 
Let f (tsii) be the rational function on G, associated with f. Then Dz( f (teij)) = 
D(x) (f) = 0 for every x E 1(G). Therefore, since L, generates Lie(G,) over 
%?, D( f (teii)) = 0 for every right-invariant derivation D on G, . But, it is 
well-known that the vector space over &(G,) of derivations over @ of @(G,) 
has a basis consisting of right-invariant derivations that are extensions of 
elements in Lie(G,) (Hochschild [3, Theorem 7.2 and Corollary 7.3, pp. 44, 
451). Therefore, D( f (tOij) = 0 for all derivations D of %(G,) over @. Since 
% is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, it follows that f (tgj) E %Y. 
whence f E %. 
2. Let ol: G + GL(p) be a differential rational homomorphism and lee 
G’ = a(G). Then G’ is a differential algebraic subgroup of GL(p). Let A(G) 
be the Zariski closure of G and A(G’) be the Zariski closure of G’. Then A(G) 
and rZ(G’) are algebraic matric groups, hence also differential algebraic 
matric groups. If G is connected and commutative, then so are G’, A(G), and 
A(G). We shall show that in this case OL extends to a differential rational 
homomorphism c: A(G) --f A(G). 
Let in: G + A(G) be the inclusion map and let in*: @{A(G)} -+42(G) be 
the associated homomorphism of differential Hopf algebras over @. Then in* 
is a homomorphism of filtered differential Hopf algebras over @%, which 
maps %{A(G)>e surjectively onto %{G>e (e EZ). For, if (%iij)lsi+,lGjgn is the 
matrix of coordinate functions on A(G) and if 0 E O(e) (e EN), then for all 
s E G, in*(O%~,i) (s) = &ii(in(s)) = Bj!ij(s), and in*(l/det(Yij)) = l/det( yij)- 
Thus, in*(@{z4(G)},) = @{G}e (e E N). Since @{A(G)}e = % = @{G}e if 
e < 0, in*(@{A(G)),) = @{G>e for all e EZ. Let in,* be the restriction to 
~Y{LI(G)>~ of in* fe EN). W e d fi e ne in,: G, + A(G)e to be the affine algebraic 
group homomorphism whose associated homomorphism of Hopf algebras 
is in,*. Then in, is injective for every natural number e, and, further, [2, 
Proposition 1, p. 8971 and the proof of [7, Lemma 8, p. 1941 imply that 
in,: Go -+ A(G)o is an isomorphism of affine algebraic groups. Similarly, 
we have, for every e E N, an injective homomorphism in,‘: G,’ + A(G’)e , 
and in,’ is an isomorphism. 
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We denote by Ed , E, , E,‘, &’ the canonical embeddings of G, A(G), G’, 
A(G) into G, , A(G)e, G,‘, A(G’)e, respectively. Let s E G. Then 
gin(s)) (t?,gj) = e,s&(in(s)) = ej+j(s) = c&) (6&j) = E&S) (in”(&g)) = 
in,(r,(~)) (0~~~). Therefore: 
E, 0 in = in, 3 E, and C,’ 0 in’ = in,’ 0 E,’ (e EN). (1) 
We also observe for later use that, since A(G’) is an algebraic group, 
4’: A(G’) -+ -4(G’),, is an isomorphism of affine algebraic groups. Therefore, 
-,-I 
EO c in,‘: Go’ --+ A(G) is an isomorphism of affine algebraic groups. 
PROPOSITIO~V 3. Let G and G’ be connected commutative d@rential 
algebraic matric groups, and let 01: G ---f G’ be a surjective daflerential rational 
homomorphism. Then 01 extends to a differential rational homomorphism 
z: A(G) --+ A(G’). 
Proof. The theorem proved in Section 3 implies that M is a differential 
polynomial map. Let cP: s(G) -+ @{G} be the cohomomorphism associated 
with 01. Then, of course, a* is not, in general, a homomorphism of filtered 
differential Hopf algebras over Q. Nonetheless, there is a natural number e 
such that cy*(d@{G’),) C%(G), . Let or, * be the restriction of 01* to a homo- 
morphism %Y{G’}o -+ %{Gje . LYE* is a homomorphism of Hopf algebras 
over J1(. Let ( y&)l~licp,l~c~p be the matrix of coordinate functions on G’. 
We define or,: G, -+ Go’ to be the morphism of affine algebraic groups 
associated with z,*. Then 01~0 E,(S) ($0 = a,(<,(~)) ( j&) = Q(S) (~l~*( j&)) = 
cc(s) (a*( j&)) = a*( j&) (s) = j&(o~(s)) = l ~‘(ar(s)) ( j&). Therefore: 
01, 0 E, = co’ c 2. (2) 
The homomorphism cy, induces a homomorphism Be: in,(G,) + Go’ by 
the formula j&in,(z)) = a,(x) (X E G,). Therefore, q+, = Zb-’ 0 in,’ 0 Be is a 
homomorphism of afhne algebraic groups from in,(G,) + A(G’). 
Since A(G)e is the Zariski closure of the connected commutative differential 
algebraic group e,(A(G)), it is a connected commutative affine algebraic 
group, and in,(G,) is a-connected algebraic subgroup. ve: in,(G,) --f A(G’) is a 
homomorphism of affine algebraic groups. Since in,(G,) is connected, the 
semisimple part of in,(G,) is a torus and the image of the restriction (cp& of 
ve to the semisimple part of in,(G,) is a torus T in A(G). Therefore, (q& 
extends to a homomorphism (&J, of affine algebraic groups from the semi- 
simple part of A(G)e into T [3, Theorem 11.5, p. 811. Since the characteristic 
of @ is 0, the unipotent part of S(G), is isomorphic to a finite-dimensional 
vector space over % by an isomorphism which maps the unipotent part of 
in,(G,) onto a subspace. The image of the restriction (&, to the unipotent 
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part of in,(G,) is also isomorphic to a finite-dimensional vector space over %. 
Therefore, (qQ, extends to a homomorphism (IQ of affine algebraic groups 
from the unipotent part of A(G)@ into the unipotent part of A(G). Now, 
A(G), is the direct product of its semi-simple and unipotent parts, and A(G) 
is a commutative group. Therefore, if we write x in A(G), as a product 
x = X8 . x of its semisimple and unipotent parts, the formula &(x) = 
(I$$ (q) .i&J, (xJ defines a homomorphism of A(G)e + A(G) extending pe . 
Let a = Fe 0 E, . Then 5 is a homomorphism of differential algebraic groups 
from A(G) into A(G). Let s E G. Then E(S) = z(in(s)) = ee 0 ce(in(s)) = 
qa.‘e(iw = ?e( in, o &)) by (1). But, &, 1 in,(G,) = pe = ;l;l o in,’ o ,& . 
Therefore, +,(in,(c,(s))) = q~~(in,(c#(s))) = ($-’ o in,’ o Be) (in,(~,(s))) = 
2;;’ 3 ~$,‘(a~(~~(s))) (by definition of 8,). But, applying formula (2) to this 
expression, we see that z;--’ 0 z?z,,‘(~~(E,(s))) = <L--l D in,,‘(q,‘(a(s)). Applying 
formula (1) again, we see that 2h-l o in,,’ c (q,‘(a(s))) = CA-’ o Co’ o in’(a(s)) = 
a(s). Thus, S(S) = a(s) for all s E G. This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a connected t~erential algebraic subgroup of G,“. 
Let w G+G, be a dif/erential rational homomorphism. Then there exist 
e, ,..., e, EZ such that a(sl ,..., s,,) = sp ... s> for all (sl ,..., s,) E G. 
Proof. The proposition states that a extends to a differential rational 
homomorphism g: A(G) -+ G, . But, a is rational [2, Corollary 2, Proposi- 
tion 34, p. 9411. Therefore, since A(G) is connected, there exist e, ,..., e, EZ 
such that E(xr ,..., XJ = ~“11 ... xf~ for all (q ,..., x,) E A(G) [l, p. 2051. 
COROLLARP 2. Let G be a connected s~erential algebraic subgroup of G,“. 
Then the group X(G) of multiplicative characters on G is equal to the group 
X,(G) of rational multiplicative characters, vlhich in turn, is isomorphic via 
the restriction map to X&4(G)). 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a connected @rential algebraic subgroup of G,,,” 
and let a: G -+ G,r be a d$ferential rational homomorphism. Then there exist 
Xl ,.‘., x, E X,(G) such that a = (xl ,..., x,). 
COROLLARY 4. Let G be a d$krential algebraic subgroup of the additive 
group G,” and let a: G -+ G,’ be a d$%rential rational homomorphism. Then 
there exist homogeneous linear differential polynomials L, ,..., L, such that for 
every x E G a(x) = (L,(x),..., L,.(x)). 
Proof. The proposition states that a extends to a differential rational homo- 
morphism a: A(G) -+ G,‘. There is a linear isomorphism L: A(G) --f G,e, 
where d is the dimension of the vector space A(G) over @. Therefore, we 
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may assume that A(G) = Gad. The result then follows from the proof of the 
Corollary of [2, Proposition 36, p. 9431. 
COROLLARY 5. Let G be a connected #erential algebraic subgroup of G,* 
and let 01: G ---f G, be a d#erential rational homomorphism. Then there exists a 
homogeneous linear dtjferential polynomial function L such that 01(s) = L(eA(s)), 
where Ed(s) = (6,~~ . s;l)l~i~~m,l<i(n sE G). 
Proof. The theorem states that OL extends to a differential rational homo- 
morphism Z: A(G) + G, . There is an isomorphism o: A(G) + Gmd; (T and 
u-l are defined by monomials in the coordinate functions yr ,..., ~1~ on G,“. 
The map (Y 0 u-l is a differential rational homomorphism from Gmd ---f G, . 
Therefore, by the Corollary of [2, Proposition 36, p. 9431 there exists a 
homogeneous linear differential polynomial L’ such that a c 0-l = L’ 0 /A. 
Therefore, 01= L’ 0 tA o o. But, since a is defined over the field&- of constants 
of S, /A EI o = u+ 0 tA, where o+: G,“” --f Grd is an automorphism of vector 
spaces over S [2]. Therefore, 01 = (I,’ c us) o {A, whence L = L’ 0 us is the 
desired homogeneous linear differential polynomial function. 
Remark. Corollaries 2 and 5 of the proposition imply that if G is a 
connected differential algebraic subgroup of G,,“, then the group X(G) of 
multiplicative differential rational characters on G can be identified with Zd, 
and the group A(G) of additive differential rational characters on G can be 
identified with D$“, where D4 is the noncommutative ring of linear dif- 
ferential operators with coefficients in % and d is the dimension of A(G). 
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